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-. 1, The binary number 10011101 is equal to the hexadecimal number

(a) 103

(b) 76

(c) 67

(d) - 67

2, The probabitity that a leap yeqr has 53 Sundays is

(a) | /7

(b) 2/7

(c) s/7

(d) 617

3. Consider the SDTS for the following AND operation :

E -B(U AND M E{2}

It
backpatch (n(U.True, M.quad);
E.True : = f];
'E.False : = Merge 1B(l).False, e(2).False)

)

The missing term at l-.l must be

(a) E(t).True

(b) E(l).False

(c) E(2).False

(d) None of the above

+. Let a, b, cbe non-zero real numbers .such that

rl
fi tr *"o"8 xl@x2 + bx.+ ddx =Jj tr *"ou8 xl(*x2 + bx + Qdx

Then the quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c= 0 has

(a) a double root in (0, 2)

(b) at least one root in (0, 2)

(c) no root in (0, 2)

(d) two imaginary ronts
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5. ng two theorems involving a language L and f, (complement of L) :

(i) The complement of a recursive language is recursive'

(ii) If a language L and its complemen t L areboth recursively enumerable' then I (and

hence i1 is recursive'

Whichoneofthefollowingdoesnot,logicallyfoltowfromtheorems(i)and(ii)?

Both L and L are recursive

One of L and I is recursive; the other is recursively enumerable

Neither L nor L is recursively enumerable

oneoftandiisrecursivelyenumerablebutnotrecursive;theotherisnot
recursivelY enumerable

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

6. Whichoneofthefollowingisanoptimalsubstructureproperty?

(a) If S is an optimal solution, then the components of s 

1e 
not necess"n,, ",.111 .

(b)Ifsisanoptimalsolution,thenthecomponentsofSarenotdependenttgS

(c)Ifsisanoptimalsolution,thenthecomponentsofsareoptimalsolutionsto
subProblem

Consider ihe following Hasse diagrams (i) and (ii) :.

Q

(ii)

Which one of the following options is true?

(a) Both (i) and (ii) are lattices

(b) (i) is a lattice and (ii) is not a lattice

(c) {i} is not a lattice and (ii} is a lattice

(d) Neither (i) nor (ii) is ^ rartiaa

7,
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8. Consider a stochastic process X(t), f.e T, defined by X(f)= acos((of +e), where a and o:are real constants, and o is a random variate uniformly distributej in the interval
lO, 2nl. We obtain E{X(r)} as

(a) Tt

(b) a

(c) o

(d) a cos tot

9, The well-formed formula p v {- p n q) is equivalent to

(a) p ^q
(b) pvq

(c) -p^q

(d) -pvq

1O' Imagine a 3x3xlinch opaque cube divided into twenty-seven t-inch cubes. What is
tlre maximum number of 1-inch cubes that can be seen by one person from any point?

(b) ls

(c) 19

(d) 2L

11; Among the following sets, identify the set which is neither open nor closecl.

(a) The empgr set

(b) The Cantor set

(c) The set of rational numbers

(d) " The set of real numbers

12. An LSI device has a circuit complexity of

(a) 12 to 99 equivalent gates

(b) 100 to 9999 equivalent gates

{c) 2000 to 5O0O equivalent gates

(d) 10000 to 99999 equivatent gates
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13. Which of the following is tme for a relocatable program?

(a) It can be loaded at one specific location

(b) It does not require a linker

(c) It can be loaded almost anylvhere in the memory

(d) [t cannot be used. with lixed partitions

14. A car travels from point A to point B (a distance of one mile) at 3O miles per hour. How
fast would the car have to travel from point B to point C (also a distance of one mile) to
average 60 miles per hour for the entire trip?

(a) 90 miles per hour

(b) 120 miles per hour

(c) The car has reached point C already

(d) Not possible to average 60 miles per hour

15. For which values of p, the following system of equations has solutions?

Px+A=l
x-Y+z=O 

,i;.

2g-z=3 I

(a) p*r
(b) P=r
(c) P = -t
(d) p=Q.and p=2

16, Let T be a linear transformation from \ to Br, where Q and B, areBanach spaces. If ?
is contlnuous, then-

(i) its graph is a closed set

(ii) G is an open set in B, implies T(Q is an open set in 82

(iii) for any sequence {X, } in B, converges to the origin implies rhe scquence {(Xn )}

also converges to the origin in B,

Identify the correct option from the following.

(a) All are false statements

(b) AII are true statements

(c) Exactly two statements are true
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L7, The simpli{ied Boolean expression for X = n'BCl AB.'C' ! A'B'C' + AB'C+ABC is

(a) AB

(b) B'c

(c) AB+(A'+ AB'IC

(d) AB'+ BC+ B'C'

18. A ladder was standing perfectly upright against a wall, Suddenly the foot of the ladder
slid away from the wall and came to a stop 15 feet from the wall. The top of the ladder
had moved one-fiftli of the ladder's length before it came to rest firmly on a windowsill.
Which of the following is true for the problem?

(a) Insufficient information to calculate the length of the ladder

ladder is 25 feet(b) Sufficient information exist and length of the ladder is 25 feet

(c) Sufficient information exist and length of tfre ladder is 5 feet

(d) Invalid question

19. Nine men and seven women pick as much corn in five days as seven men and eleven
women pick in four days. Who are the better corn'pickers and by how much?

(a) Women are better workers by a ratio af 17 : 9

(b) Women are better workers by a ratio of 2 :

(c) Men are better workers by a ratio of 13 : 1

(d) Men are better workers by a ratio of 2 : 1

2(,. Which one of the following is true for the matrix O = I : 1l ,
L 1 3l

(a) The eigenvalues of A are 12, 4l

T 11(b) Ahas a unique eieenvectori, j

(c) The trace of A is 8

{d) The rank of A is 1
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21. Which one of the following processes in UNIX operating system does not have a parent
process?

(a) sh

(b) dev

(c) login

(d) kernel

22. How many distinct strings of length 10 can be constructed from the two digits O and I
with the restriction that five characters must be 0 and five must be 1?

(a) 2s2

(b) 272

(c) 302

(d) None of the above

zs. Given, r. = I,- [: ,f-})* * is a positive constant), Find the limit 11 as k'-+ -.

:

(a) o

(b) I

(c) -1

(d)

24t In immediate addressing, where is thl operand placed?

(a) In memory

(b) In staek

(c) In instruction after OP code
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25. Let 0 = sin-1(sin(-60ff)), tiren the value of o.is

Ial !
3

(bt !
2

26' The letters A, B, C, D, E, F and G, not necessarily in that order, stand for sevenconsecutive integers from I to lO such that_

(i) D is 3 less than A

(ii) B is the middle term

(iii) F is as much less than B as C is greater than D

(iv) G is greater than F

What is the value of (A - F)?

(a) 4

' (b) 3

(c) 2

(d) Cannot be determined

27' Among the SQL operations (i) Union, (ii) Union ALL, (iii) Select and (iv) Intersection,duplicates are preserved in

(a) (i) and (ii)

(b) (i) and (iv)

(c) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

(d) (ii) and (iii)

(c) +

(d) T
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The value of the game

Player B

B} 82 83 84

Player A

1/5

2/s

3/5

4ls

Auxiliary carry is the carry generated from

{a) bit Do to Dl

(b) bit D3 to Do

(c) bit D7 to D,

;:,,1: 
",',r*"!),ror 

3/5 or,3s divided by t/3?
(a) Bl

(c) 175

(d) 22s

Study the following statements :

(i) There exists a finite group of order n for each positive integer n.

(ii) A group with the property that x2 = e, for every element x from the group, where eis the identity element, must be Abelian.

(iii) A group of order n with n S 4 must be Abelian

Identify the number of correct statements.

(a) 3

(b) 2

(c) I

(d) 0

A1

A2

2

I

l 0 -2
0 3' 2

ls

(a)

&)

(c)

{d)

29.

31.
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32. Consider the following statements regarding mutation testing :

(i) It is performed by cha.nging the test case.

(iii It is performed by changing the code.

(iii) It tests if unit testing is correctly performed'

(iv) It is unnecessary if unit testing is successful.

The correct statements are

(a) both {i) and (iii)

(b) both (i) and (iv)

(c) both (ii) and (iii)

(d) both (ii) and (iv)

Ag. Computers operate with a fixed number of digits and any excess digits produced in

multiplication or division are lost. This type of error is called

(.a) run-time error

(b) truncation error

(c) round-off error

(d) practical" error

94. Which of the following algorithms is not a comparison-based hlgorithm?

(a) Heap sort

(b) Quicksort

(c) Radix sort

(d) Topological sort

35. Choose a correct alternative for the following relationship :

ta) Dificit

(b) Revenue

{c) Debt

(d) Tax
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r .L^ r:r^ ^f on inrtr ,USandS Of hOUrS) iS eXpOnentially
36. Suppose that the life of an industrial lamp (in thc

distributed witi failure rate l, = | 13. The prou"titity that the lamp will last longer than

its mean life of 300O hours is''given by

tal | - e-r

(b) e-r

(c) e-3

(d) I - e-3

g7. Modulation in which the lw: 
011.o values are represented by two different amplitudes

of the carrier frequency is known as

(a) amPlitude

(b) amPlitudemodulation

(c) amPlitude shift keYing

(d) ALoHA

SS.Whichoneofthefollowingpropertiesistrueforacyclicmonoid?

(a) Every element has a unique inverse

(b) Only few elements have inverse elements

(c)Everyelementisgeneratedbyanelementcalledthegeneratorelementofthe
monoid . :

(d) AII of the above

39. Which one of the following is unlike the other three?

{a) Kaveri

(b) Krishna 
l

(c) Mahanadi

(d) Naimada
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40. The value of the definite integral I; (r- "-*,1d* i,

(a) *l

(b) 2

(c) | + e-l

(d) None of the above

41' Assume that an upper triangular matrix al}...n- 1, 0... n, ll is stored in a linear array

,[, (;^(,*u_r)]
in a lexicographical order- If a[Q 0] is stored in b[OJ, where is a [go, gOJ stored in array bfor n = 100?

(a) bt48sU

(b) b[48ssl

(c) bl47sol

(d} None of the above

42, How rnany terms are there in the series 1g7,2O4,211, ..., 4Sg?

(a) 36

(b) s7

(c) 38 .

(d) 3e

Ir I I
43. The value or | ^ e n*, q n+ a q

| " c, n*'c, n*o c,

(a) o

(b) 1

{c) 4

(d) 8
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44. The class 'Car' is derived from tlre class Vehicle'. The method start{) is defined in the "

class Vehicle'. MyCar is an instance of the class 'Car'. Assuming polymorphism, when

MyCar.start() is executed, Vehicle startfi is not called, when

(a) Car.startfi does not rcler to Vehicle'start$

(b) 'Car'class does not dehne startfi method

(c) Car.startfl calls Vehicle.startfi ancl does nothing else

(d) user casts the lvtyCar object to Vehicle' class before calling start0

45. Which of the follor.ving statements is false?

^-2 -.2
(a) F$, A ='t - s is a homogenous function of degree I

x-a

'erential equation of all non-horizontal'lines in a plane i" dlf '= 
O

daz

(c) The general solution of the differential equation f . OSec x = tan x is

g(sec x - tanx) = sec x - tan x + x + k

[--2Jx \ - -ctu(d) I :--- --+l * = t(x * 0)whenwritten inthe tormotp + Pa=Q, then p = *1-r 
I Ji GJas dx lx

46. In the series 11,22,44, '.., what is thr' 1lth term?

(a) s63s

(b) 7 rsz

(c) ssss

(d) 11264

42. The beginning and the ending address for the data segment assuming that register

DS = E000H for microprocessor 8086 will be

(a) 00000H and E0O00H

' (b) OodooH and FFFFFH

(c) E0000H and EFFFFH

(d) EFFFFH and FFFF*-'
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4g. DDT is related to ,Abbreviation'in the same way as LASER is related to

(a) EPigram

(b) EPithet

' (c) AcronYm

(d) Antithesis

49, The optimal solution of the linear programming problem of

maximizing Z=lOX+l5Y

subject to

' 2X+Y 326
X+2Y sz$
Y-Xs5

x>0, y>0

is obtained as

(a) X=8, Y=10

(b) X=6, Y=l

tc) X=6: Y=10

50. ln Mccabe's cyclomatic complexity metric, code is first represented ";r

(a) a syntax graPh

(b) a data flow graPh

(c) a command flow graph

(d) a control flow graPh

51, The equation tan-r x - cot-l x = tan-][*) t""

(a) infinite number of solutions

(b) two solutions

(c) a unique solution

(d) no solution
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62, If vlcroRY is coded as VJEWSWE, then the code for sUCCESS is

(a) SVEFIXY

(b) SWFGJYZ

(c) SVEEIXX

(d) swFFJyz

53. Given the following pair of productions, where left-recursion exists in (i) and [] in (ii]
does not begin with symbol A :

(i) A --+ Aa

(ii) A-0
Then which one of the following will be used to eliminate the left-recursion?

(a) A+$A' A'*o.A'A'*e
(b) A*A'$ A'*td.A' A'-+e

(c) A -+ pA' A' --s A'a A' 1 e

(d) A--tpA' A'--td.A' A'-+ A

54. For the function defined by y = lxl, .an expression b, Xfor each veriue of x, where the

derivative exists, is

x(a, :--:
lxl

(b) lxl

(c) - lxl

(d) -l -

55. In a certain code language, '851'means'good swect fruit'; '783'means 'gooct recl rosc,
and'34 I'means 'rose and fruit'. Which of the following digits stands for'sweet'in that
language?

(a) 8

(b) s

(c) 3

(d) I

15/26 
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In a'S-queen problem in which one queen is in
mally solutions are possible?

(a) |

(b) 2

I.,) 3

(d) 4

the first column and

57, Thc. 0 notation complexity for the pseudocode

t=n
while (i > 1)

I

for.l =lton
. x=x+ I

i=i/2

IS

(at t (n)

(b) 0 (log, n)

(c) 0 (rr / log, n)

(d) fl (n log, n)

In a cornplete graph 6f n vertices (n fs odd and greater than 3), how many edge-disjoint
Hamiltonian circuits are possible?

(c)

(d) n-1

59' At thc end of a cricket series, when five players were arranged in the ascending order ofruns scorecl by them, O was fourth rvhile N was first. #n.., trr.y *".. arranged .in
descending order for wickets taken by them, K replaces o while O replaces 1,. Theposition of I'f remains unchanged. K has scored more runs than M.L has the first rank
in otre ranking and fifth in the other. who has taken the lowest number of wickets?
(a) M

(b) o

(c) L

second rorv, how

58.

n

2

n- I
2

(a)

(bl

(d)
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60. The tangent of the curve given by x=et'cost, y=et'sinf at t=l makes with x-axis
"4

an angle

]I(a) ++

(d) o

61. Which of the following gives the Ieast upper bound for the value of /(N), where f is a

solution to the recurrence /(2N+ 1) = /(2N) = "F(Iq 
+log N for N-2 1 with f(1) = 0?

ta) o((log N)2)

(b) ' o{log N)+ o(l)

(c) O(Nlog IV) 
:

(d) None of the above

' 
'' f a bl

62. Let a, b, c be given numbers with a * 0. Then the value of d, so that the matrix i 
* ".'l

Ic d')

has rank l, will be

,.(b) ab',

" (c) ac

63, A snail is at the bottom of a 2o-meter deep pit. Everyday the snail climbs 5 meters

upwards, but at night it slides 4 meters back downwards. How many days does it take

before the snail reaches the top of the pit?

(a) 20

(b) le

(c) 17

. (d) 16

17126
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6+' A class template with type T is first instantiated with int and then with double.ln such acase

(a) there is no need of the prefix int or d.ouble

{b) you must precede each function call with the word int ar d.ouble

(c) instantiation with d.ouble is not permitted once you instantiate with int.!

(d) you cannot perform this in Ct+

65. .Consider the following statements :

(i) The inverse of a lower triangular matrix is Iower triangurar.

tii) The triangular factorization of an invertible matrix need not be unique.
(iii) Let A be a triangular matrix so that'it can be factored as A = Le, where.L is lowertriangular and u is upper triangular. rnen uottr L and (J are also tridiagonal.
which of the following options is correct for the above statements?

(aJ Only (i) and (ii) are true

(b) Only (ii) and {iii) are true

(c) Onty (i) and (iii) are true

(d) All (i), (ii) and.(iii) are true

66' The average of 9 numbers is'61. If the average of first s numbers is 58 and that of last5 numbers is 63, what is the fifth number?

(a) 66

(b) 6l

(c) s6

(d) s3

67' . The number of clock cyiles needed for executioh of the instruction Lxl H, 2500H usingmicroprocessor gOg5 will be

(a) 7

(b) , l0

(c) 14

(d) dependent on the clock frequency of the processor.
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6g. Suppose P and Q are two n x n matrices such that PQ = Q2 P.Then (PQ)2 equals

(a) e2 p2

(b) Qa p2

(c) e6 p2

(d) P2 Q2

I
69. Divide 50 in two parts such that the sum of the reciprocals ,. ,, ' What are lhe

numbers?

(a) 20, 30

(b) 24,26

(c) 28,22

(d) 36, 14

70. tf 4 + T + 3 = 28t294, 8+ 6+ 3 = 482466,3+ 9+ 5 =271527 and, 7 +2+ 5 = 143542, then

what is 9+5+4?

(a) 364s 16

(b) 453661

(c) 4s36s6

(d) s63672

7\, Which of the following is true for the function / : R + R defined by ,f(x) = -!--?xt +l

(a) Only one-one

tb) Only onto

(c) One-one and onto

(d) Neither one-one nor onto
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{2, The probability that a squirrel passes the road safely without getting run over is 114.
The probability of the squirrel passing the road safely and a bird falling off her nest is
116. What is the probability that the bird falls off her nest?

(a) | /24

(b) 2ls

(c) 2ls

(d) r,/3

73. An incorrect step, process, or data definition in a computer program is a

(a) failure

(b) mistake

(c) fault

(d) consequence

74. Five jobs are to be processed on three machines A, B and C in the order A-B-C. The
timings-of the five jobs Jt, J2, J3, J4 and J5 in machines A, B and C respectively are
known to be (30, 40,7O), (80,50,90), (70, 10,50), (50,20,60) and (4O.30, 100). The
optimal sequence would be

(a) J, +Jo -+J, -+ J, --+J,

(b) J, -+ Jo ---> J, --+J, -+ J,

(c) Jq - J, *rJ, -+J, -+Jg

td) JcaJr *Js *Jr-+J,

75. In how many ways can 7 persons be seated as Adi would not sit on the middle seat or
on either ends?

(a) 720

(b) 2160

(c) 2720

tdi 2BB0
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76, A code word 00 1000 1 is received at the receiver. The receiverdoes not know what was

transmitted. If even parity is used and only one bit is assumed to be in error! the bit
position of the erroneous bit using tlamrning code error detcction rnethod is

(a) I

:(b) 2

(c)

(d) 7

77, If A and B are symmetric matiices of'the same order, then le?t' - B,+-r1 is a

(a) null matrix

(b) skew-synrtnetric matrix

(c) symmetric matrix

(d) None of the above

7A. Which of the following is the correct declaration for 'A pointqr to a function which
receives an int pointer and returns float pointer"?

(a) float*(ptr)*int;

(bl float*(*ptr)(int)

(c) float*(*ptr)(int*).

(d) float(*ptr)(int)

Tg. Consider 9=r-'o; when x= 5, U=0. When U= 3, the value of .x is
dx

{a} e6+i

(b) e6 +4

e6 +9
(c)

(d) e5
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80. Address resolution protocol (ARP) is

(a) a protocol used to monitor computers

(b) a protocol that handles error and control messages

(c) a TCP/IP protocol used to dynamically bind a high-level Ip address to a fow-level
physical hardware address

(d) a TCPIIP high-level protocol for transferring files from one machine to another

8r. ff g=2'6+0.7x is the least-squares line for the data points (0, 3), (1, 3), (-1,21, (2,4)
and (x5, 1), then the value of xu is

(a) 2.28

(b) *2.28

(c)

(d)

82. In a departmental store, prize box, 4O7o of the slips give the winner a dreamy vacation;
the other slips are blank. What is the approximate probability that 3 out of 5 people
that draw the slips one after the other, and immediately return the slips into the box get
the dreamy vacation?

(a) 0'23

(b) o.3s

(c) 0'4s

(d) o.6s

-2

83. The formur. ['.--{I! dx =! } s(x,; is,-, Jt _ r, n ?- "--t'

(a) Simpson's formula

(b) Gauss-Hermitformula

(c) Gauss-Laguerre formula

(d) Causs-Chebyshev formula
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g4. Using IEEE 7S4 single precision representation for -0'75, the bit values in the bits

rePresenting the. exPonent reads

(a) 01111110

(b) 0000000

(c) 1111000

(d) 11111111

85. The solution to the minimization problem

Minimize xl + xl

subject to"'- 
*r-xr-23O
*?-*z-4sO

will be

(a) (1, 0)

(b) (0, -l)
(c) Solution does not exist

(d) None of the above

86. If n is the number of vertices, e the edges and r the faces in a graph' then which of the

following holds true for a plaSar graph?

(a) n-e+r=2
' .=2(b) ft*e-r=2

(c) e+r-n=2

(d) None of the above

87. A binary tree is called full if every intemal vertex h1s e111tly tYo chi'ldren' 'll'ren

determine the height of a full balanced binary tree with 4095 vertices' '

(a) lo

(b) 11

(c) t2

(d) None of the above
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88. Study the following C program cocle :

#include<stdio.h>
#inclucle<stdlib.h>

int main0
{

static char *p=(char*)malloc( 
10);

return 0;

which one of the forowing options is true for the above c program code?
(a) Error : Lvaltre required

(b) Error : rvalue requirecl

{c) Error : invalid *p declaration

(ct) No error

s9. Evaluare the integrat r = l ##* (x > 0). 
_

{a) aln(rG+1)+c

(b) .x*+J7+c

(c) x*aJx+aln{Jx+1)+c
(ct) .*2 *4x+4ln lx+ ll+6

90' consider a reration star {nanie,*g!5gg!.*c:ity, birthdate) with key underlined. Thefunctional tlependency namJlTl[f,Iilff6ilr for the relation. The normar form of star

(a) I NF

(b) 2NF

(c) sNr'

(d) Cannot. be cletermined with the given information

e1' 
;:l'x]"tff;::,f containing n elements. Then the totat number of injective functions

{a) )n

(b) n2

(c) n*(n-U

(d} nl
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92' The minimum number of nocles in an AVL tree (height-balanced binary tree) of height 9is

(a) 8s

(b) 88

(c) l4s

(d) s4

Imx+1, if xS*93. If f{xl={ .-- -' :- '"-?iscontinuous.atx=n
i",", * ,, ,i i: ir" continuous' at x = I , tlren which one of the following is

true?

mfi(a) n=--
2

(b) 
^=n=X

nra(c) ^=-+I

(d) m=1, n=O

94. Exponents in floating point number representation are biasecl to

(a) enhance the range of representation

(b) enhance the precisign in the represe.,tutio.,

(c) to facilitate representation of zeros

(d) None of the above

95. The correct representation in Iirst-order logic for the sentence "Everyone wh6 loves all
animals is Ioved by someone,, is

' (") Vx [Vy Animat (gf --r Loves g, Al - [3y Loves (g x)]

(b) Vx{Vy Animal (gf --r Loves(x, $] -+ [32 Loves(g[ z)j

(c) [Vx Vy Animal (gr] -+ Loves {x, yll --+ {Syloves {g x)l

(d) None of the above
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96' The maximum value of xr2 +2x| +4X1. using dynamic programming is obtained as

(a) 64

:(b) 46

(c) 32

(d) B

97, Let A be a matrix of'order 3 such that its eigenvalues are 0, l, 2. Then the eigenvalues
of A(A- n(A-2I) wiil become

(a) o, r, 2

(b) o,-r,-2
(c) O, i,2i

(dl None of the above

where i is the complex number in which i2 = -L.

98. Postfix expression for the infix expression [(A+e*(C+ D-E)*F] is

(a) ABCDEF*-+*+

(b) AB+ CDE - +F* *

(c) AB+ CD + EF" - *

(d) AB+CD+E-*F*

f ^a99: The normaldensity function isdefined by f(x)=+.*pl-.({^{f l, --.x(o. Then,l2n 'L 2o2 J

J- x/(x)dx is
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1OO. What rvould be the sequence of nodcs in postorder traversal of a trinary tree whose

inord.er and preorder traversals are as under?

Inorder:ADEFCB
Preorder:ABCDEF

(a) FDECBA

{b) FEDCBA

{c) FEDBCA

(d) DEFCBA

tol. A collection of attributes which uniquely identify a tuple in a relation is called a

(a) primary keY

tUt superkeY

(c) candidate keY

(d) unique keY

|o2.Let(Xd)beametricspace'whereXisi.rruir'clTrpt}setandthemetrjcd(.,.)onXis
defined as

{l if x*A
a(*,d=to if x=u

Then X is

(a) a comPlete metric sPace

{b) h compact metric space

(c) 
.neither 

a complete nor.a compact metric space

(d) None of the above
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1O3. What is the output of the following C program?

#include<stdio.h>

,:
int main{)

{

struct s I
t
I

char *z;

int i;
struct 

" 
I *p;

l.
tt

static struct sl a[={ {"Nagpur", 1, a+1},,

{"Chennai", 2, a+21,

, {"Bangalore", 3, a} };
struct s1 *ptr = a;
printf("7os,'), ++(ptr->z));
printf("7os, ", a[(++ptr) -ril.zl ;

printf("Yos ", a[--(ptr- >p->i)].2) ;

return 0;

)

(a) Nagpur, Chennai, Bangalore

(b) agpur, hennai, angalore

(c) agpur, Bangalore, Bangalore

{d} None of the above

I'O4. In a homogeneous system of equations AX = 0, where X = O, which of the fgllowing is
false for the square matrix A?

(a) .A is a nonsi(gular

, (b) Adj A=#i

(c) (AB)-1 = B-t|-t, where'B is a square matrix of order same as that of A

{dl (A-tyr = (Ar1-r

1O5. Thc three states of a tristate output buffer are

(a) HIGH, LOW, High impedance

(b) HIGH, LOW, Low impedance

(c) HIGH, LOW, Cround

(d) Right, Left, Center
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106. The ltessian matrix of the function f(x, x2l=slx1*x2l *t('tz-xl) i5

(a) Positive definite

. (b) positive serni-definite only 
:

(c) negative ctefinitc

(d) in<lcfinite

laT,Givenacontext-freegrammarG=(v,?,P,sJ,whichofthefollowing'staternentsdoesnot
holcl true lor a derivation tree lor G?

ta) Every vertex is labelled by ae Vu{e}

(b) If the vertcx is interior and has a label A' then AeV

(c) If n has a label A and vertices n, !r, fl2' "'.'. 1* '1t 
the sons of vertex n' in orcier

' frorn left, with labels X1, X2' "' ' X; reipectively' then A -+ X'X'" ' X* must be a

Production in P

then n is a leaf and is the only child of ils parent(d) If a vertex n has label e'

1o8. let n be the number of vertices, e the lumber of edges. and k the number of

components in a graph G, then nullity of G is

(a) n-k

(b) e-k

(c) n-e+

(d) n-(e+k)

1O9. The ratio test is

(a)toderiveafunction,f(n)=n"forthemainterminthealgbrithm'srunningtimefor
some constant c>c'

(b) to derive a function f lnl 
= 

nc for the least term in the algorithm's running time for

some constant c> 0

{c) to ptot r(n) = 11n1 lf {n\, where t(n) is the actual running tim::lthe algorithm on a

specific problem instance size n, r(n) the ratio function and /(n) the polynomial to

- estimate the average running time

(d}toplotr(n)=/(n)/t(n),wheret(n)istheactualrunningtimeofthealgorithmona
spectlicprobieminstancesize.n,r(n}theratiofunctionand/(n)thepolynomialto
estimate the average running time
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l1o' Let /(x)=sin2x in 
[o-, 

I]. wrri"r, one of the following sratements is fatse for Rolle,s
: theorem for f(xl?

(a) /(x) is continuous r" 
[0, ]]

l

tb) f(ol= flnl

(c) / is derivable in (r, l)

(d) . The tangent at x = I is parallel to x-axis
4

ltl' The number of bits required for a direct-mapped cache with 16 KB of data and 4-word
blocksl assuming a 32-bit address, is ':
(a) l0O Kbits

(b). 147 Kbits

(c) 256 Kbits.

(d) 1123 Kbits

112. The value of Il, ^l2x-lldx, where lyl denotes the absolute value of y, is

(a) 2

(b) -2

I(cl -2'
2

td) z!-2
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113, Consider the following statements :

(i) The regular sets are closed under.intersection.

(ii) The set of strings accepted by a linite automaton M with n states is finite if and
only if the automaton accepts some string of length f, , n ( / S 2rt

(iii) Moore machine is a hnite automaton with output where the ogtput. is associated
with the state.

Which of the above statements is/are false?

(a) only (i)

(b) only (ii)

(c) Both (i) and {iii)

(d) Both {ii) and (iii)

I14. Arrivals to an airport are all directed to the same runway. At a certain time of the day,

these arrivals are Poisson distributed at the rate of 30 per hour. The time to land an
aircraft is a constant 90 seconds. The runway utilization is

(a) 314

(b) 2.2s

(c) 3'75

(d) 1/3

115, Of the following sorting algorithms, which has a running time that is least dependent on
the initial ordering of the input?

(a) Insertion sort

- (b) Selection sort

(c) Shell sort

(d) Merge sort

lf6. Translator that performs macro-expansion is called

(a) assembler

(b) micro-preprocessor

(c) macro-proceasor

(d) macro-preprocessor
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-:r- (s JS)rtr. consider the matrix o = 
[; 

,r",,]. ,n"" the norm of A w,r become

(a) o

(b) 1

(c) 2

{d} s

(a) both p and q are false,

(b) neither p nor q is false

(c) p is true and g is true or false

' 119. The address rines reQuired for a sr2K word memory are

(a) io

(b) ls.

(c) t9

(d) None of the above

12o. ' which one of the folrowing statements is true about a libre?

(a) It is a user-level thread

(b) It is a kernel-level thread

(:) It is a process

(d) None of the above
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1.. Let Al, A, artd A, be three matrices defined as'below :

^,=[; ? lfli i] o,=l;il, ^,=[l : l]L ^ 'J
Identify the correct number of matrices which are positive semi-definite

(a) 3

(b)

(c) 1

(d) 0

2. The transformation matrix

r-1 o Itt
L O .lJ

will produce

(a) reflection about the X-axis

(b) reflection about the Y-axis

(c) reflection about the line Y = .rc

(d) None of the above

g. A bag contains Rs 250 in the denomination of 1 rupee coin, 50 paise coin and 25 paise '
eoin jn the ratio of 2.5 : 3 : 4. How many coins of 50 paise are there in thi bag?

(a) 9s

(b) 103

(c) 106

(d) 126

4. The equivalent of a multivalued attribute of an ER model in a relational model is/are.

(a) relation

(b), foreign key

(c) relation and foreign keY

(d) attribute
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ro 1l To -11s. LetAr=[o o.]'Az=fo o_l ""0
identiff the correct statement

o'l
O I 

O. matrices. From the following,
r0nt =Lo

7.

(a) The eigenvalues of the matrices ,41, A, .and Aa are equal

(b) Qnly the eigenvalues of the matrices A, and A, are equal

(c) The eigenvalues of the matrices Ar, A2 and Aa are different from each other

(d) None of the aboye

5. Which of the following words is nearly same in the meaning to the word 'Furor'?

(a) Worry

(b) Flux

(c) Anteroom

(d) Excitement

A fixed-length record, containing machine instructions that load the absolute program,
and at times causes reading of more records to complete loading process, is generally
referred to as

(a) absolute,loader

(b) bootstrap loader

(c) linking loader

(d) dynamic loader

Which of the following statements states the Lagrange's theorem?

(a) A finite group G is isomorphic to a permutation group

(b) If p is prime number and a is any integeri then.aP = a(mod p)

a(c)' Order of each subgroup of a finite group is a divisor of the order of the group

(d) None of the above

Round-trip propagation delay for a 10 Mbps Ethernet, having 48-bit jamming signal, is
46'4 ms. What is the minimum frame size?

(a) 94

(b) 416

(c) 464

(d) stz
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10. The equivalent POS form for X+y,Z is
(a) (E.V'zl
(b) (X).(Y'+ zl

(c) (X +Y' + Zl

(d) (x +Y).(X + zl

11. For which value of d, the following system of linear equations has a nontrivial solution?
$d.-}lx+!*z=O

, -A+z=O
(4d-llz=O

(a) | 12

(b) 3/4

(c) I

(d) 1/4

L2. Ram can complete a piece of work in 12 days and Shyam is 60% more efficient than
Ram. In how many days Shyam will complete the same work?

(a) 9 days

(b) 5 days

(c) 7.5 days

(d) 5.5 days

13. Pumping lemma is generally used to prove which of the following?

(a) That a given grammar is non-regular

(b) That a given grammar is regular

(c) That two gi*r.r 
"*pressions 

are equivalent

(d) None of the above

14. A linear fractignal transformation S(z) = #is called

' (a) translation

(b) linear fractional transformation

(c) Mobius transformation

(d) dilation
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15. Consider a relation R(A B C D E) with tuples

{(a, 2,3, 4, 5), (2, a, 3, 4, S), (a,2, S, 6, g, (o, 2, A, 6, 6)\
Which of the following holds?

(a) BC -+ D, BC +-+ D

(b) BC + D, BC +>+ D

(c) BC-> D, BC++ D

(d) BC + D, BC -+-+ D

16. Consider.the following expression :

1l2.;+1';+
o.;: t.;=

le s+-L

What will be the value of the expression, "

(a)

(b) r.2s

(c) 1.s0

(d) 1'75

L7. What is XML?

(a) An imperative language

(b) A declarative language

(c) A standard language

(d) None of the above
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18. The Jacobi's iteration method for the set of equations

x, * ax2 =2

2axr + *2 = z(o. i)
converges for which value of a?

(a) All values of a

(b) Q.=1

1(c) lal< -i
"12

1/3(d) G.".1,.lz I z

19. As Inaugurate is related to President, which of the following relations stands?

(a) Campaign : Candidate

(b) Promote : President

(c) Install : Officer

(d) Abdicate : King

20.. The number of parity bits that needs to be inserted in the message 101010 using
Hamming code error detection and correction scheme is

(a) I

(b) 2

(c) 4

(d) 8

2L. If the functional form of F be given, the integral f = trW,U,U1,A2,..., yr,)dx is

stationar5r when g satisfies which of the following equations?

{a) aF-d(aF).4[ a")-...*(-rn d2 (aF.1=o
ds &[Ey, ) arr\asz) &" 1.0y,, )

aF a ( ar'\ a2 ( ar"\ a2 ( ar\ ^(b) ,, .;[rr, ). el6f "'. *" [rr" J 
= o

(c) (-\"4(s'l=o
dx" [09" /

(d) None of the above
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22..I,etGbeasimplegraphwith.2overticcsandlooedges.Thesizeofth-eminimumvGf,tex
cover of G is b. Th"rr, the size ;ail ma:rimum iniependent set of G is

(a) 12

(b) I

(c) less than 8

(d) more than 12

2:o.AsPiston,isrelatedtoCylinder,whichofthefollowingrelationsstands?

(a) Kitchen : Cola

(b) Bullet : Revolve

(d) Elevator : Shaft
,

24.Anarraywhoseresultaft9rtwoo*""...o'..l"::'T:isasgivenbelow:
5'6 712 11 10 19 20

ivhich is the possible sorting algorithm?

. (a) Bubble sort

(b) Selection sort

(c) Insertion sort

(d) None of tlre above

23, When the differential equatio n f = x1o- t,lb- d is solved with the condition g(0)"=.0'

the result will be

,^r b9-- tt- - sla-blt*rat 6:a_ _

(b) ffi=rtb-aw

rar alb' gt - .la-blkxrv, b@_ A

(d) 4 = l<e
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26, [f x = (163 + 173 + 183 + 193), what will remain when x is divided by 70?

(e) o

(b) L2

(c) 35.i
(d) 6s

t

27. Consider the following statements :

i. Conflict satisfiability is a necessary and suflicient condition for serializability t

ii. - T\ro-phase locking ensures serializable schedule

iii. Every conflict serializable schedule is view serializable

. iv. Every view serializable schedule is conflict serializable

Which of ttre following holds? 
i'

(a) i and ii are true

(b) i, ii and iii are true i

(c) ii and iii are true

(d) ii ii and iv are true

2a, What will be the order of the following numerical differentiation formula?

f '(xq) = fi t{,f (xo - 2tt) + f {x o + 2tt}l + r6{f (x o - tl + f lx o+ h)} - gof(xo)I

(a) I

(b) '2

(c) '3

(d) 4

29. If the normal to the rectangular hyperbola W = c2 at the point (ct, c/f)meets the curve
again at (ct', c I t'l t}.,en which of the following will be tnre?

(a) i3t'= 1

(b) t3t' = -l
(c) tt' = |

(d) tt' = -L
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30, What is the use of dirty bit in the peging?

(a) To show the page with comrpted data

(b) To show the page that is accessed less frequently

(c) To show the wrong page in. the memory

. (d) To show the page that is moditied.after 'being loaded into memory

31. Which of the following is an optimal solution for the following linear programming
problem?

Mqximize Z=3xt+5x,
such that

\s4
2x, 3 12

3x, +2x, 3 18

xr 20, xr20

(a) Unbounded

)(b) 36

(c) 42

(d) . None of the above

gZ. The data strucfure used by the macroprocessor to expand nested macro calls is

(a) multilist

(b) tree

:l :*u(d) heaP

33. Which of the following is the neighbourhood of a?

(a) A set'containing no open ball {a) with centre a

(b) A set containing an open Uai q4 with centre a

(c) A set containing a closed ball fla) with centre a

(d) None of the above
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34. What is the minimum number of nodes required to conetruct an,AVl-tree (Heith,t-
Balanced Tree) of height 10?

(a) 88

(b) 144

(c) 142

(d) None of the above

35. What will be the value of the game for the following payoff matrix?

(a) I

(b) -2
(c) -4
(d) None of the above

36. If the focus of a parabola divides a focal chord of the parabola in segments of length 3

. and 2, then thc length of the latus rectum of the parabola is

(a) sl2

(b) 6ls

(c) L2ls

(d) 24/s

97. Whatwillbe the extensionof fly'= Y*1, in aLaurentseries valid for0< lzl < 1, where
z{r'zl

z is a complex number?

1^(a) I(4=j+9+ 9z+922 +'.'
z

z

r(c) f{4= t 
-2r+222 -2a3 + "'z

(d) None of the above

A B c
x 2 -3 -4
Y -6 -1 I
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CS. WhEt ic tho aoprcet'r9a9{t(r'tdund'off'h'float varilble r to dn int variable?

(a) y=(intf{x+0.5}

(b) U=int(x+o'5)

(c) y=(intlx+0'5

(d) g=(int)(intlx+O'5

6 ao

99. Irt f be a linear transform*tion frorn R8 to C2, where Kcr (4 and Range (fl means the

Kernel.asd the ragge spaces of the transformation T respectively and dim stands for

dirirension. Which of the following must be falsc?

(a) dim (Ker (4) = a and dim Sangp (I)) = 6

(b) dim (Range (4)= 8

(c) dim (Ker (0) = 0

(d) None of the above

{O. Which of the following statements is false?

(a) Exception handling mechanism cannot handle the problem regarding exceeding

bound of array

(b) It is necessary to declare exception class within class in which exception is going

to be thrown

(c) Every cxcePtion must be caught

(d) All of the above

41. Which yector space over t}e real numbers has dimension three?

(al The space spanned by the column vector! of the *""* 
[; : : :]

(b) The set of.all differential functions from R to B where R is the set of real numbers

(c)Thesetofallpolynomiatshavingdegreeexactlythree

(d) None of the above
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42. .Threa wtreels,m0leQ 6o*,06 3nd 24 revolutlonc rospcctivcly,pcr'minutc; There is a bhck

epot on: the rimof ell ,three rvheots. If thit apot wa1 at the bottommost point when they

started, after how much time would they. Le again at the bottofrmost poiirt?

la) 5 seconds

' (b) 12 minutes

(c) 5 minutes

(d) 12 seconds

43. Int (X, dlbe a matric space where x is a lirritb set and d("') is a mettic on x' Then' x
becomes

(a) a comPlete space

(b) a comPacl space

(c) both complete and compact spacc

(d) neither complete nor compact space

44, A system has 3 processes sharing 4 resources. If each process needs a maximum of

2 units, tt "i *tti"tt of the followi'ng is true?

(a) Deadlock has to occur

(b) Deadlock may occur

(c) Deadloch can never occur

(d) None of the above

45. Suppbse that a random variable x has a pt'obabilrty mas: function / such that

ftg = c I x, foi x = L,2, ..., LO and is zero othelrise, what will be the appropriate value

of the constant c?

(a) ss

(b) 1/ss

(c) 2s2ol7s8l

(d) 738tl2s2a

.46. X is normally distributed with mean - I and variance 2. What will be the value of Elexl?

(a) eo

(b) e-r

(c) ea

(d) e2
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17. A nonlinear programming poblcm with concave obJectivc furrs-tion f(x) and constraints
gi(lSb;(i=,1,2,.,., m), wherc:r>0 and g;(4 is a convcx function: This problem is
rc&rrcd to as

{a) quadratic programming problem

'(b) boncave programming problem

{c) conver( programming problem

(d) geometric progranrming.problem

48. Which of the following friend declarations may appear within a class template?

A nontemplate friend class

A bound friend class tcmplate

Unbound class template

All of the above

Consider a population of I lV individuals, some of whom are in favour of a certain
proposition. In particular; suppose that IVp of them are in favour and /V-jVp are
opposed, where p is the fraction of the population that is for the proposition. We
rdndomly qhoose n members of the population. Let

': = 
{ ; ffil,erson 

chosen is in favour

then cov lX;, Xil,i*.,1 is

tal rtplNp-\ 
- oz

Jv(iv- D

(b) ivllt- 
{et - ozrv(Jv- l)

rr.t IVp(IVp - l)
r-,

NN

(dt ivp(Jvp - 1}

rv(Jv- 0

(a)

'rul

("1

(d)
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50. A standard cauchy random variable has density function

ft't=*, -€<x<6
r(1+ x")

. If X is a standard Cauchy random variable, then l/X is

(a) Gaussian variate

(b) exPonentialvariate

(c) standard CauchY variate

(d) gamma variate

51. L€t y denote a uniform random variable on (O, 1) and suppose that conditional on

y --p, the random variable X has a binomial distribution with parameters n and p.

What will be the value of E[er]?

. ,(n+1) - 1
lalr--' (n+ 1)(e- l)

(b) (pe+(l - pll"

(c) (t'*1 - 1}

(d) 4n+r

s2. What are the values of the digits A and B if the number 7gA856776Bis divisible by 8

and.9?

(a) 1, o

(b) 9, o

' (c) 9,8
(d) 8, o

53. Fciurier cosine kansform of cos ax2 is

fdd(a, ,l;mt
w *"-Gt*"
(c) #"*,(*-a)
(d) *"o" l*.;)
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54. Power series in Powers of x is

lal aoqtcazx2.,,, where ao,9.,@2"' are constants

(b) o,o + af + a,x2 ..., where ao, .at, dz "' are constants

(c) .ao-%.x'o2*2..., where clgtc.1,Q2"' are constants

(d) None of the above

Consider the fotlowing grammar rules with left recursion :

E->E+T
E-+T

Theequivalentgrammarrulesaftereliminationofleftrecursionare

(a) E->TE', B'->+TE'

(b) E -+ +TE', E' -+TE'

(c) EJ+TD', E'->TE', E.'*>

{d) None of'the above

The kernel of the Fourier sine transform is given by which of the following?

.(a) e-"t

obt{bl +r-r J1i

55.

56.

(c) ttr;
(d) 1tr;

ST.Inavirtualmemorysystem,theminimumnumberofpageframesthatmustbe
allocated to a running ptoce"s is determined by

(q) the instruction set architecture

(b) page size

(c) phYsical memory size

(d) num-ber'of Processes in memory
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58. Central dilferenco equivalent to .ehifi operator is,

(a) 6=gtl2. E-rl2

(bl 6=BU2'*E-rl2

(c) $= BLI2B'r/2

(d) None of the above

5;. The fastest.logic family is

(a) EcL

(b) DcL

(c) TTL

(d) RTL

50. In Newton-Cotes formula, if /(x) is inte'rpolated at equally spaced nodes by a polynomial
of degree two, then it represents

(a) trapezoidal rule

(b) Simpson rule

(c) three-eight rule

(d) Booles rule

61, An increasing number of people prefer to retain their own individuality and their own
identity and consequently this has led to a decline in the marriage rate.

Which among the following assumptions are used.in the above premises?

i. When rff:T T,:=* 
he or she loses his or her own identiw and is no longer

accountable to himself or herself.

U. Married persons do nqt find conteritment as opposed to unmarried people.

III. There has been a steady increase in the divorce rate.

(b) II only

(c) III only

(d) I end II only
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62. 6t y is a rectifiable curve in Cand 4 and F are continuous functions on fy). Which of

the following will be true, if sequence {&} converges uniformly to F on fi}?

(a) I," = [4.,

- (b) [F > nmlr;

(c) [F < Hm[r;

(d) f F = umlrn

'Ur. The ma:<imum frequgncy.fmo of the external clock for an n-bit ripple counter with

t, time delaY is limiteilto'--

(a) ntp

(b) \lntp

(c) nltp

(d) | ltp

. 64. If the origin is shifted in Gaues' bactcqrard formula, which bne is obtained?

(a) Strings formula
{

(b) Bessel's formula

(c) Everett's formula

(d) None of the above

65. By reversing the digit of the number 1_3, tt-re number is increased by '18' How many

other two:digit numbers increase by 18, when their digits are reversed?

(a) I

(b) 7

(c) 6

(d) s
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.66, An equation of the plane passing through the point (1, -1, 2) and parallel to the plane
3x+49-Sz=0is

(a) 3x + 49- 5z + l1= 0

. (b) 6x+ 8y- 102- 1= 0

(c) 3x+49'52-11=0

(d) 3x +4g- 5z -2 = O

67. Let I be a set of letters, d the set of digits and o the set of other symbols, the4

/.*(lldlo). *./ is

(a) comment string in Pascal or C language

(b) the grammar of the comment string in Pascal or C language

(e) deterministic finite automata of the comment string in Pascal or C language

(d) regular expression of the comment string in Pascal or C language

tt8. What would be the sequence of nodes in preorder travqrsal of a binary tree whose
inorder and postorder traversals are as under?

Inorder : DHFBACGE

, Postorder : HFDBGECA

(a) ABFDHCGE

(b) ABDFHECG

(c). ABDFHCEG

(d) ABDHFCEG
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69. Live lock relates to which of the following?

(") Conservative lock :

(b) Strict lock

(c) Deadlock

(d) Starvation

70. A manufacturer of computer tape finds that the defect density along the length of the
tape is not'uniform. After a careful compilation of data, it is found that for tape strips of
length D, the defect density l,(x) along the tape length varies as

tr(x)=ro +;(rr -^or(,-"".[ry]), 
^, 

>^o

,
for 0S x3D due to tape gontamination at the edges x= 0 and x= D.

What will be the average number of defects for a tape of length D?

(a) 1),0 + lr)

(b) I'o + )",

D

(c) l. o

(d) (l.o + lr)D

7L, Consider the following memory allocation formula that assigns contiguous locations in
lexicographic order (row-major) :

LOC (A[I, J, K, Ll)= LOC (4q q g O]) + arl + arJ + arK + aoL

where O<Is 2, O<J<4, OSKS 10, 0 sLs2.
'Assuming array A with one-word element, what would be the appropriate values of

\, O2, a, and aO?

(aI cl =3, az=5i,c3=1L,d4=3

(b) at = 165, a2 = 33, 43 = 3, a'o = 1

(c) g =165, ar=33,c3 =11, 44=3

(d) None of tl:e above
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72. A particle is constrained to move along the inner surface of a fixed hemispherical bowl.

" Wtrat is the degred of freedom of the particle?

(a) One

(b) 'l\ro

(c) Three

(d) Four

79, Below is the adjacency matrix of a graph with 5 vertices (entries of matrix represent
. ' positive weight, O'indicates that edges are not connected) :

Minimum spdnnipg tree of the graph will contain whieh of the following edges?

(a) (2, 3) (3, 5) (5, 1) (5, 4)

(b) (1, s) (5, 3) (3, 2l (2, sl

,(c) (5, 1) (1, 4l (4, 2l

(d) None of the above

74. 'Floating-point numbers are normalized to

(a) enhance tJre range of representation

(b) avoid comparing sign bits of exponent in floating-point arithrpetic operation

(c) facilitate representation of zeros

:(d) attain a unique repre.sentltion of the number

75, If.gis continuous on interval [a, b] and dxlelC bl for aU xe[a, b], then

(a) g has a fixed point.in [a, bt

(b) g has not a fixed point in [q b]

(c) g has a lixed point in (a, b)

(d) None of the above

1 2 3 4 5

I 0 6 0 4 I

2 6 0 5 0 8

3 0 5 0 0 2

4 4 0 o 0 3

5 I I 2 3 0
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76, A column can be added to an existing table in sel by using
(a) create table

(b) create column

(c) alter column

(d) alter table

77, In a family of circles, passing through the point (-1, 1) and tangent to x-axis, if (h, k)are
the coordinates of the centre of the circles then the set of ,r"lr"= of k is ;r.; b; ih;
interval

(a) O<k<tl2
(b) -t/2sk<L/2
(c) k>L12
(d) ksr/2

74. What is returned by .the getchfl library function?

(a) A character when any key is pressed

(b) A character when enter is pressed

(c) Displays a character on the screen, when any key is pressed

(d) None of the above

79, Laplace.transform of a function?$-cosh af) is

(a) rn+r{
s-

(b) ln"' -^o'
S,

(c) arc tang
s

(d) I arc cots,s

- 80. A, B, C and D are standing in a queue. It is known that C and D are .not standing
adjacent to each other and that Bis not in the third place. If.A is not in th.;;;";d ;i;;and B is in the. fiist place, then which is the place for D?
(a) 1

(b) 3

.(c) 4

(d) 2or4
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81' In a packet switching network, packets are routed from source to destination along a
single path having lwo intermediate nodes. If the message size is 24 bytes and eacrr
packet contains a header of 3 bytes, what will be the "iii*"*- pa"tet sizez

'(a) 
4

(b) 6

(c) 7

(d) e

82 The pr-obabilities of a child being born male or female are not exactly equal to 1/2.
Typically there are nearly 105 live male per 100 live female births. Determine the
expected number of female children in a family of 6 children using these birth ratios
and ignoring infant mortality.

(a) t2o/40

{b) L2O/41

(c) 126l4L

(d) t26/40

83. For a furrction of n variables, what is yielded by the boundary value analysis?.

(a) 4n + 1 test cases

(b) 4n + 3 teSt cases

(c) n+4 test cases

(d) None of the above

84. A survey on methods of commuter travel has been carried out. Each respondent was
asked to tick Bus, Metro or Autorickshaw as major modes of travelling to work. More
than one answer was.permitted. The results reported were as follows :

Bus-35 persons; Metro-90 persons; Autorickshaw-3g persons; Bus and
Metre--15 persons; Bus and Autorickshaw-25 persons; Metro and
Autorickshaw-33 persons; Bus, Metro and Autorickshaw-22 persons

How many persons participated in the survey?

(a) 250

206

104

60

(b)

(c)

(d)
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85. Which one of :the following states the relation between Cartesian and cylindrical
coordinate systems?

(a)

{b)

Ir=J*rarr,
.l e=tan-ry/x

l'='
[ ' =,P +;a'z
]o=tan-Ly1x
l,=,

f'='frcG
,l 0=tanv/x

l'='

85.

(c)

(d) None of the above

What is the use of the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)?

(a) To find the MAC address that corresponds to an IP address

(b) To find the IP address from the DNS

(c) To,fin-d the.IP address of the default gateway

(d) To find the IP address that. corresponds to a MAC address

Consider the domain of patients of which some are having diarrhoea. It is known that
diarrhoea causes vomiting in patients and the probability of patient having vomiting, if
he has diarrhoea is O.84. The doctors have the knowledge that the prior probability of a
patient having vomiting because of any reason is O'02 and prior probability of having
diarrhoea is 0.0034. Determine the probability of a patient having diarrhoea, if he has
vomiting.

(a) .O'1428

(b) r.23s2

{c) 4'9411

(d) 8.0s68

Which orre oi the following formulas is tautology?

(a) (anbnc)r(-a^-b^-4

(c) (a nbl -r - (a v b)

(d) (- a n(b --+ c)) -r - b

gt7.
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Which of the following regular expressions dctrotes e language comprising all possrble
strings of even length over the alphabet (O/,1)?

(a) (o / l)'

(b) (o / lxo / 1)'

(c) (oo / Lt lL /tol'
(d) (o / lxo / D(o / u'

9O, lt flg g', xl defines a cune

(a) #*(#)=,

{a} 0.5

(bi 0.62s

(c) o'7s

(d) r.o

Which of 'the 
following

'Repudiate?

(a) Besmirch

(b) Appropriate

(c) Annoy

(d) Reject

a = dxli, then Euler-Lagrange equation is

words is mostr nearly same in the meaning of the word

56/26

(b)

{c)

df *d Iaf)=nda dr Iayi./

af_d.Iaf)=n
dy *\aal ) -

(d) None of the above

91. Of two stations A and B on an Ethemet, each has a steady queue of frames to send.
Both A and Battempt to transmit a frame, collide, and A winds the first backoff race. At
the end of this successful transmission by A, both A and B attempt to transmit and
collide. The probability that A wins the sicond backoff race is



93. Congider the followiirg statements :

i. lf lezl= l where z is a complex number, then z must be a pure imaginary number

ii. There are complex numbers z such that lsinzl> 1 :

iii. The function sinZ is nowhere analytic, where z is the complex conjugate of z

Identify the correct answer of the following :

(a) All the statements are true +,

(b) E:<actly two statements are tnre

(c) ExactlY one statement is tnre

(dI Atl the statements are false

g+, Which one is the odd?

(a) Break

(b) Hiatus

(c) Pause
:

(d) End

95. A fair dice is rolled twice. What is the probability that an evin number will follow an odd

number?

(a) Ll2

(b) Ll3

(c) L 14

(d) Ll6

96. Consider the following program :

# include <iostream.h>
void main$
t

cout <<tYPeid(9).name();

)

What will be the outPut?

(a) int

(b) s

(c) string

(d) run-time error
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97. A motorcycle stuntman, belonging to a fair, rides over the vertical walls of a circular.well
at an average speed of 54 kmph for 5 minutes. If the radius of the well is 5 meters, then
the distance travelled is

(a) 2.5 km

(b) 3.5 krn

(c) 4.5 km

(d) s'5 km

98. Consider the following C program :

main 0
{
int x, y, B, [i
,"*i y%odo/od", &*, &y); /* Assume x>0 and y>O * /
m=x; n=Y;
while (m! = n)

{ if (m, n)
m=m-n;

else
n=n-m;

)
printf('olod", n);

What is computed by the above program?

(b) x mod y, using repeated subtraction

(c) The greatest common divisor of x and y

{d) 'The least common multiple of x and y

99. I,et X be a random variable that takes on one of the n possible values according to the
set of probabilities {pr, p2, ..., pn).The quantity

t

H(E = -,?,r, tosz pr

is called entropy.

What is H(E, *n.., it is maximized?

(a) logrn

(b) nlogrn

(c) n2

(d) n
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: BNF definition of a \nord' is given by the foltowing rules :

1OO. . A particular BNF' dellnluon or

-'<word>::=<letter>[<letter><pairlet>|<letter><pairdig>
> [ <Pairlet><letter><letter>

. <pairlet> : :=<Ietter> <letteP I <palrler> < lerter> s

| <Pairdig><digit><digit>
< pairdig> : : = < digit> <di git> | <patrcll g> <olgrt> < q

([etter>::=a I b | [ c"' I z

<digit>::=01 1 l2 | "' l9
lwing lexical entities, which can be derived from <word>?

I. love

II. words

ilI. fr234

(a) I and II onIY 
.

(b) , I and III onlY

(c) I, II and III

(d) II and III onlY

1o1. Consider the Sois for the whil; loop :

S -rWhile M1 E do M2 SI

{ backpatch (S1'nextlist' M1'quad);

backPatch (O' M2'quad);

S' nextlist: =E'falselist;

" emit('goto" M1'quad)

)

The missing term at O must be

(a) Ml.quad
.,

(b) E'falselist

' (c) E.truelist

(d) None of the above
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lo2' which of the following is most nearly same in the meaning to the word ,Conjecture?

(a) Magic

(b) Position

(c) Guess

(d) Form

1o3' consider the following table and determini which pair has mismatching contents ofColumn A and Column B :

(a) i

(b) ii

(c) iii

(d) iv

lo4' A function in a derived class that has the same name as a function in the farent classwill

(a) cause an error message to display

(b) override the base class function

(c) be overridden by the base class function

: imrnerlietalrr qflo. +ha lr^-- ^t^^^ r---(d) execute immediatety. after the base crass function execute

1O5. Function point can be calculated as

(a) UFp,r cost

(b) UFp * productivigr

("1 UFP *'FAc

(d) UFp r, CAF

7= {anbm l4 m > U
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106. Which of the following statements is false?

(a)Heuristicsearchtechniqueswhiqhareguidedbysomeadditionalinformation
bout tle Problem

(b}Breadth-firstsearchtechniquesdonotfollowasingleunfruitfulpathforalong
time in a search tree

(c).Depth-firstsearchrequireslessspaceandhencelessmernorysincenodisonthe
current Path is stored

(d) None of the above

,-a^

loz.WhichoneofthefollowingstatementsistrueforHopfieldnetworks?
:

(a) These are a type of network built from trlinabte perceptrons

(b)Theseareatypeoffaulttolerantcontent-addressablememorysystem

1O8. Every group of whictr of the following orders is cyclic?

(a) Even

(b) odd

(c) Prime

(d) None of the above

1O9. In computer graphics, the process of determining which piiels will provide the best

approximation to the desired line is knolrn as

(a) vectorization

(b) . resterization

(c) alliasing

(d) asPect ratio
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110. Ricatti's differential equation

is a Bernoulli,s differential equation, if

(a) n = 3 and homogeneous term R{x)

(b) n = 2 and honhomogeneous term R{x)

(c) 
. 

n = 5 and homogeneous term R(x) .

(d) n = 4 and nonhomogeneous term R(x)

111' In a particular code, the digits from 0 to 9 inclusive are each represented by a different"letter of the alphabet, the letter 
1lw3vs representing the same digit. In case the sumBOPB

_._f_ _{ _q
CVBQ

hqlds true when it is expressed in digits, which of the following cannot be properlyinferred?

(a) , B cannot be O

(b) B must be less than S '

(c) Q must be even

(d) +.S must be greater than g

lL2' wrz is the work done by an external force F upon a particle in'displacing from pointI to 2' change in the potential enerry from point I to 2 is I{ and u, iespectively. whatwill be true?

(a) wr2=ti , dr=\+v,

(b) \2=l: , d.r=\*v,

(c) WL2 = I: , ar = \Vz

{d) None of the above
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113. , The minimization of the following sum-of-produets i

i. -xyz+7gZ +7!Z +7!z

ii. xVz + xlZ + xgz + igz + iyZ
respectively are

lta, xano v+xz

(b) 7g + gZ arrd, ! + 7z

tc, x arl(r xa + az

(d) 7y+ gZ and x! +gZ

114. Which of the following is most nearly opposite in the meaning to the word tsenign?

. (a) Tenfold

(b) Peaceful

(c) Blessed

(d) Malignant

115. The centre of the sphere having the circle *2+a2+22-3x+4y-22-5=0,
5x-2g+42+ 7 = 0 as the great circle is

(a) l3/2, -2, tl

(b) (1, l, 1)

(c) (-1, -1, -1)

(d) (0, 0, 0)

116. The integral f has strong maximum, if the arc ABof tJle arc of integration I'"

(a) contains no point conjugate to either A or B

(b) contains point conjugate to either A or B

(c) contains point conjugate to both A and B

' (d) None of the above
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LIl1 . Which of the following words is nearly same in the meaning to the word 'Convene?

(1 FroPose

(b) Question

(c) Restore

(d) Gather

11a. LctWbe the space spanned by.f =sinx and g=cosr. Then for any real value of 0,

fl= sin (x +0) and 91 = cos (x +0)

(a) are vectors in W

(b) are linearly independent

(c) form a basis for W

(d) do not'form a basis for W

119. Which of the following words is most nearly opposite in the meaning to the word
'Robust?

(a) Weak

(b) {illainous

. 
(c) Vicious

(d) Violen

l2O. The XS3 decimal code is a self-complimenting code, since

(a) complement can be generated by inverting each bit pattern

(b) it is a weighted code

(c) the binary sum of the code and its lO's complement is equal to 9

(d) the binary sum of the code and its 9's complement is equal to 9
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1. The following SQL clause/command is used to speed up the queries over join of larg'e

tables

(a) Grouping

(b) Index

(c) Having

(d) Where

2. Given the spaee cuwe x = t,' a = t2 , z=2t3 13, the radius of the curvature is

(a) t 11t+t212

(b) z l1t+ t212

(c) | /2(t+ Pf
(d) 2l{t+2*f

g. 6t the functions u and u be differentiable functions of x, yand z. Shonr that a necessary

and sufhcient condition that u ar-td u are functionally related by the equation F(4 t4 = O

is

(a) Vux Vu = 0

(b) Vu'Vu = 0

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of the above

4. hm f-+ * 2 
^ 

*...* . x ;'l is equa,t to
x-+-\1- xz L- x' l- x" )

(a) o

(b) -Ll2
(c) tl2
(d) None of the above

5. \tr. efra Mrs, Aye and Mr. and Mrs. Bee competed in a chess tournament. Of the three
gamei played :

(i) In only the tirqt game the two players were married to each other

(ii) The men won two games and the women won one game

{iii) The Ayes won more games than the Bees

(lv) Anyone who lost game did not play the subsequent game
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lVho did not lose a game?

(a) Mrs. Bee

(b) Mr. Bee

(c) Mrs. Aye

(d) Mr. Aye

6. To which class of systems does the von Neumann computer belong?

(a) SIMD

(b) MrMD

(c) MISD

(d) srsD

7, If there is 'an error of f/o in measuring the edge of a cube, then the percent error in
estim4ting its volume is

(a) x

(b) 3x .:
(c) xl3

(d) xs | , '.
l-",,

8. The sum of the income of A and B is more than that of C and D taken together. The sum
. of the income of A ahd C is the same as that of B and D taken together. I\,loreover, A

r I eams half as much as the sum of the income of I and D. Which of the'following
I

statements is not correct?

(a) A earns more than B

(b) B earns rnore than D
\
l") 

t g earns more than C

. (d) A earns same as C

9. The coeflicient of (z - m12 in the Taylor series expansion of the complex funJtion coshz is

(a) 1

(b) -1

(c) -t l2
(d) | l2
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10. The surface area of the surface"cut from the pardboloid ,2 + y2 + 22 =2 by the plane
g = O is equal to

(a) 2*

(b) z,lzr
(c) 7tc /3
(d) 13r /3

Which sentence is not generated by S-raSbl,SSlI?

(a) abaabb

(b) a.abbab

(c) abbaab

(d) abaabbob

Find alt real numbers t for which the quadratic form Q defined by

Q(xr, x2, x3l =2x? + x| + 3x! +2txrx, +2xrx,

is positive definite.

(a) t> I
(b) r<0
(cl ltl<lspft2
(d) 'ltl< Flqrt2

13. If a number is correct to n significant digits, then the relative error is

(a) LOn 12

(b) Lon-t /2

(c) s to-n /2

(d) , rln-r 12

If the operation n is defined by the equation xag=2x+y, what is tlle value of a in
2na=aaS?
(a) o

(b) I

(c) -1

(d) 4

11.

L2.

14.
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16. Acolfee shopblends 2kindsof cqffee,Plttingin2partsot433-P trygradefo-lgart
of a 24 pa grn. If the miiture is changed to l part of the 33 p a gm to 2 parts of the less

expensirr. [ade, how much will the shop save in b]ending lOO !m?

(a) Rs 9

(b) Re 1

(c) Rs 3

(d) Rs 8

16. A coin is tossed until head first shows. A payoff is tl:en made, equal to i dotlars if head

first showed on the ith toss. The average peyoff is equal to

(a) ilz
(b) ili+tl 12

(c) trl2li
(d) None of the above

rr. t "*,r*) 
i" equal to

(a) fog (l + n)

(b) log (1- n)

(c) log (n - 1)

(d) None of the above

18, Multiple repeaters in a communication satellite are known as

(a) detectors

(b) modulators

(c) stations

(d) transPonders

19. If a variable x takes values o, l, 2,..., n with frequencies prgportional to the binomial

coeflicients ^Co, '\,n.C2, "',n Cn, then the variance {x) is

lq' 
12

(b) ;

(c) ;
(d) None of the above
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2('. In a cricket match, five batsme n A, B,C D and E scor,ed an average of 36 runs. D scored
5 more than E; B scored 8 fewer than A; B scored as many as D and E combined; B
and C scored 107 between them. How many runs did E score?

(a) 20

(b) 28

(c) 4s

(d) 62

2L, Let a be the root of the polynomial f (xl of multiplicity 1. Then a is a root of polynomial
((x-a) l2l(f '(xl+ f '{all- f (x)+ f (a) of multiplicity

(a) exactly 4

(b) at least 4

(c) at most 2

(d) exactly 1

22. Let <a> be a real sequence delined aS a e (0, 1) and an+r=an(l-an), for all n> 1. :

Then the sequence < nar, > is

(a)- bounded and converges to 0

(b) bounded and converges to 1

(c) bounded but not convergent

(q) divergent

29, McCall has proposed a popular

(a) process model

(b) quality model:

(c) object rirodel

(d) None of the above
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24. The medians of every triang[e intersect at a poin-t

(a) one-third

(b) two-third

(c) three-fourth

(d) half

of the way from each vertex to the opposite side'
i

2i+j-2k,i+j+3kandxr+jarecoplanarwhenxisequalto25. The vectors 2i+ i-2k, i+j+ilk and xr+ j are coplanar when x is eqr

(a) 8/s

(b) s/8

(c) 13/8

(dl 8/13

26, Subway trains on a certain line run every half hour between.midnight and six in the

morning. Find the probability that a person. entering-the station at.a random time

during itris period will have to wait at least twenty minutes.

i(a) tl2
(b) 2ls
(c) | /s
(d) l l6

2?. A hash function h defined as h(key) = key mod 7, with linear probing it is used.-to-inslrt

the key 44, 45,79,55, 9i, 18, 63 into a table index from'o to 6. What will be the

locations of 11?

(a) 2

(b) 4

(c) s .

(d)6'

2a, From tl.e matrix equation AEt=Ac, we can conclude B+cprovi

(a) A is singular

(c) A is sYmmetric

(d) A is square
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29. tf a plarre meets tl.re coordinatc a:res at A, B and C in such a ,way that the centroid of
triangle ABC is the.point (3,4,5), .the equation of the plane is

(a) 3x+4y+ 5z = 3

h) 3x+49+52=12

{c) (x l3l+(s l4l +P/$ = 3

(d) lx /4+U l4l+lz l5t = 6o

30. L€t U be the univers4l set containing 700 elements. If A dnd B are subsets of U such
. that nlAl=2OO, nlBl = 3O0 and n(A^B)= 10Q then n(A'nB') is equal to

(a) 4oo

(b) 600

(c) 300

(d) None of the abovi

31. If (1-x)-^ = o,o+atx+o2x +arx3 +"', then thevalue of a, + %+az+"'+an is

2nl
(a)

lnll'

(b) 4
@nll'

(c) ryr-' 
@tr2

(d) 4
(2nll'

92. Consider an aray declared as int I[101. Which of the following gives the address of t]re
first element and the first element respectively?

(a) IIOI, *I

(b) &I, rI[9]

(c) *I: I

(d) r, rlol
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gg. Lct.Vbe an n-dimensional vector space over a fietd Fwith gelements' Then the number

of vectors in V equal

(a) ns

(b) qn

(c) qn

34. Treating data and operatio:rs as one entity is known as

(a) data hiding

(b) abstraction

(c) encaPsulation

(d) polYmorPhism

35. A goat is tied to one corner of a square plot of side 12 m by a rope 7 m long' Firid the

area it car, graze.

(a) lg'25 sq.m

(b) 38'5 sq. m

(c) 144 sq' m

(d) 155 sq. m

36. Third normal form is designed to

(a) ensure that there are no dependencies between keys and foreign keys "

(b)' ensure that the database contains three tables

' (c) en$ure t1.at there are no transitional dependencies, i.e', to ensure that there are

no dependencies between non-key fields

(d) ensure that a table ttrat is in second normal form is decomposed into two or

more tables

g7. The total work done in moving a particle in a force field given by F = 3rgi - Szj + loxk

along the curve x=t2 +1, g =2t2' z=t3 from t=1to t=2 is

(a) 1ol

(b) 2o2

(c) 303

(d) None of the above
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38. The solution ofl'

is

t-2(a) UeiP- = 1* p-21

(b) 
.,s= 

p-3e*o' lp* p'l

(c) g= ps.-*e'@* p"l

-L n2(d) Ae-iP- = g* P''l

39. Cache memory enhances

(a) memory capacity

(b) averag€ memory access time

(c) secondary storage capacity

(d) second.aqr storage acces.s time

.1o. l*t f :[0, { -+ R be an integrable function such t}rat Jjffrf dx = l,Jlrftrf dx = L. Then

the value of [l f 2trl dx always lies in

(a) [o, 1] (b) [1, s]

(c) [3, 4l (d) [4, -]

41. If languagq 1,= lanbnln> 0), then tangu age L2 is given by

(a) ia2n6zn ln > o)

(b) lanbnanbn ln> 0)

(c) lao.bn ln > O)

(d) {anbna^b^lam>0}

,=.1*.(#)')
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42. The simplified Boolean function forF(x, 1g4= Xga 34' tr 0 is

(a) )(Y+XY+Z

(b) x7 +Xv +Zf
(c) xY +Xv +W

(d) None of the above

. 43- If

(d) None of the above

'" ++. In HDLC protocol, polling and selecting are functions of

(a) I-frame

(b) S-frame

(c) 
' 

U-frame

(d) None of tl:e above

,=[i :i]
the value of Xn is

[3n 4n1(a) 
L,. _" l

f2+n 5-nl(b) 
L " -"1

(c) [r [il:]

45. Pipe A can fill in 20 minutes and pipe Bin 30 minutes, and pipe Ccan empty the same

in 40 minutes. If all of them work together, find the time taken to fill the tank.

(a) L7Ol7 minutes

(b) QA|T minutes

(c) L8Ol7 minutes

(d) None of the above
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#. Which of the following are true fgr relational database?
(A) Number of rows is cardinali$r, number nr "ot.r*rr" is degree
(B) Ttrple is an entigr, colurnn is a relation
(C) Relation is an entit5r, tuple is a relationship
(D) Row is p tuple: column is an attribute

(et BandD F) AandD l

(c) B and C (d) C and D

+7. Boehm has proposed

(a) water model

(b) V model

(c) spiral model

(d) protot5rping process model

'38' .** 9=GL2(ry be a group of all non-singular matrices of order 2 over R, and HbeasubgroupofGcomprisingofdiagonalmatrices.rn."u,."o*"riz"er,iv(^r{is

(a) . "(l l),
(b) . "(l l),
(c) . H

(d) GL2P.!

49' Minimum number of nodes in a heap of height.h (assume root at level 1) is
(al 2h -t
(b) 2h'L * I
(c) 2h-r

(d) 2h-r + I

50, AFHO : GBDM :: CHFM:?

(a) GBLD

Ib) GBJo

(c) GPLD

(d) GBDM
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51. In a C program, "char r* ard can be accessed as

(a) *are [l []

(b) ars tl tl

(c) **arg []

(d) AnY of the above

52. A machine cYcle refers to

(a) fetching an instruction

:ecuting an instruction(c) fetching, decoding and ex

(d) executin'g an instruction

53. The family of regular language is closed under only

(a) reversal

(b) homomorPhism

(c) comPlement

(d) All of the above

54. The Newton-Raphson method fails when

(a) f '{xl is negative

(b) /'(x) is too large

(c) /'(x) is zero

(d) Neveq fails

r and act accordinglY are called
55.Protocolsinwhich,stations1istenfortransmissior

(a) collision detection Protocol

(b) mediun access control protocol

(c) carrier sense Protocol

(d) bitmaP Protocol
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56. A form of finite state machine usefirl in modeling concurency and asynchronous
communication is ,

(a) state transition diagram

(b) state chart diagram

(c) pertinents

(d) Ncine of the above

57. lf y- a+bx, Xx = 50, Iy= 80, \xA= 1030, Xrc2 = 750 and n= 10, then

(a) o: 1.7, b = \,52

(b) a= 1.7, b = 1.26

(c) a= l.$ b = 1,26

(d) a=1.& b=1.52

58. . Which of the following permutations can be obtained as output using a stack, assuming
that the input sequence order is 1,.2, 3,4,5?

(a) 3, 4, 5, l, 2

(b) 3, 4, 5,2, I

{c) l, 5,2, 3, 4

(d) 5, 4, 3, L, 2

59. A foreign key is the

(a) primary key'of a table that is placed into a related table to represent one-to-mg.ny
relationships

(b) candidate key for one table and non-key for a related table

(c) 
.set 

of aitributes that collectively identiff an entity in an entit5r set

(d) primary key of a table that is placed into a related table to represent
many-to-many relationships
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64. The solution of differential equation y" sinU'=sinx that satisfies g'($= l is

(a) Y=x414+c

(b) a=x313+c

(c) a=x2/2+c

(d) None of the above

65. If changes made to an argument in the calted function is to be reflected in the calling

function, then argument mUst be passed as

(a) either 'call by value' or 'call by reference'

[ :l :: :::,:'j::;::":;"::;"",::::"
(d) either 'pointer variable' Qr 'static variable'

66. If GIVE is coded as 5137 and BAT is coded as 924, how iil GATE coded?

(a) s427

' (b) 5724

(c) s247

(d) 2s47

67. In which software architecture processing elements called filters are connected

together? :

(a) Process control

(b) Call and return architecture

(c) Independent process architecture

rarl qrnhitectttre(d) PiPelinedarchitecture

68. The vectors A, B, c issue from a common point and have their heads in a plane'

The vector perpendicular to this plane is

(a) (AxBxC)

(b) (AxBlx(BxC)x(CxA)

(c) (AxB)+(BxC)+(CxA)

(d) None of the above
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64. The soluticin of differential equattott y" siny'= sinx that satisfies U'(1) = I is

(a) a=x4/4+c

(b) g=x313+c979

(c) a= *2/2+"

(d) None of the above

65. If changes made to an argument in the called function is to be reflected in the calling 
.

function, then argument must be passed as

(a) ' either 'call by value'-or 'call. by reference'

(b) either 'call by reference'or 'pointer variable'

(c) either 'static variable'or 'call by reference'

(d) either lointer variable' or 'static variable'

66. If GIVE ls coded as 5137 and BAT is coded as 924', how is GATE coded?

(a) s427

. (b) s724

(c) s24?

(d) 2s47

67. In which software architecture processing elements called filters are connected
together?

(a) Process ,control
(b) Call and return architecture

(c) Independent process architecture

(d) Pipelinedarchitecture

68. The vectors A, B, C issue from a common point and have their heads in a plane.
The vector perpendicular to this plane is

(al (AxBxC)

(b) (AxB)x(BxC)x(cxA)

(c) (AxB)+(BxC)+(CxAI

(d) None of the above
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69. 'To put the 8O86 microprocessor in the wait state

(a). lower the HOLD inPut

(b) lower the READY inPut

(c) raise the HOLD inPut

: 
(d) raise the'READY inPut

TO. M men agree to purchase a gift for Rs D. If three men drop out, how much more will
each have to contribute towards the purchase of the gift?

(a) D lW -31

(b) MD 13

(d) 3D /(M2 -3M)

7L. 2 hours after a freight train leaves Delhi, a passenger train leaves the same station
travelling in the sarne direction at.an average speed of 16 km/hr. After travelling
4 hours, the passenger train overtakes the freight train. The average speed of the freight

(a) 1O'km/hr

(b) 14 km/hr

(c) 18 kr-n/hr

(d) None of the above

72. . Which of the following data structures is appropriate for breadth-lirst search algorithm?

(a) ' Stack

(b) Queue

(c) Heaq

(d) Singly-linked list

73,. The solutions of a linear system with constant coefficients are as5rmptotically stable if
and only if all the characteristic roots have

(a) positive real larts

(b) negative real partsive real parts

parts(c) nefative or positive real

(d) None of tl e above
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7+, 
liven 

Lr={anln is not prime} and, Lr=lanln is prime}, then

(a) .L, and L, are not regular

(b) ^L, is regular and ^L, is not regular

(c) .L, is not regular and L, is regular

(d) ,L, and L, are regular

75. The volume of the parallelopiped whose edges are represented by A= 2i-3j+4k,B=i+2j-k, C=3i- j+2k is

(a) 7

(b) t l7
(c) '3

, (d) rls

76.Whichoneofthefollowingi,snotablackboxtestingtechnique?
- -- ---z--'

(a) Syntax-driven testing

(c) Boundar5r-value analysis

(d) Cause-effectgraphs

77. In osl model, encqption and decryption are the functions of the

(a) transport

(b) session

(c) router

(d) presentation
,

78' A binary search tree containsdata values 5,6. The.tree is traversed in post-order.
Which of the following could be correct output?

(a) 5, 6

(b) 6, 5

{c) Both ia} and (b)

(d) None of the above
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79. Assuming \, u2, uland u, difrerential, then wronskiai vtlqvy u2url is equal to

(b) \vtWl\, v1l + urvrw:1u,r, u2l

G) qurW(q, u2l+vrurWlq, u2l

(d) None of the above

tO. The 8O86 picroprocessor uses memory in periods called bus cycle. The bus cycle
consists of

(a) 5 clock periods '

tb) .4 clock periods

(d) None of the above

El. A particle in equilibrium is subjected to four forces t =-10k, f; =frfi-12j+3k),

& =ftt-+i-l2i+3k) and & =u,,(cos0d+sin0.1). The value of u+u+wisgiven by

(a) 40coscc0+ l3O/3

(b) 4Ocosec0 + 13O

(c) l3ocosec0 + l3O

82. L€t rl, x2t "'t xn be a randorn sample drawn from normal population with mean p
'nrl

and variance o2. writing E = i=i and s2 = E ; , t]:e statis11"" !r{ foilowsn n-l s/Jn

(a) t-distribution

(b). normal distribution

(c) chi-square'distribution

(d) F-distribution
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t3. Which of the following sorting algorithms would do least number of comparisons-tr
worst case?

(al Bubble sort

(b) Merge sort

(c) Quicksort

(d) lnsertion sort

t4. Consider the following looP :

for 6=9' j<20; i++) {
cout<<J;
if (j==51 continue;

)

Which of the following while loops is equivalent to the above given for loop?

(a) k-0;
while (k.20) {

cottt<<k;
if (k-=15) continue;
k++;
)

(b) a=O;
while (a<20) {

if (s-=15) continue;

lllf"''
;' 

.

rcl while (x<20) {
x=O;
cout<<x;
il (*=-t5) continue;
*+xi
)

(d) m=O;
whili (m<20) {

cout<<m;
if (m++==15) continue;
)
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85. Consider the following relational database schema :

employee (emp_no, name, address)
project (p__no, p*name)
work_on(emp--.no, p_no)

We have a relational algebra expression on the above schema :.

flname(employee) -II r"rrr"{employee I work-on)

Here @ denotes natural join operator. Then which of the following queries best
resembles the above relational algebra expression?

(a) Find the name of all employees working on a project

(b) Find all employees not working on any project

(c) Find the name of all employees working on all the projects

(d) Find the name of.all employees not working on any project

.n
2v'-n

86. lim r=l : is equal toy-+l y-l

(a) n 12

(b) nln+Ll /2 :

(c) 1

(d) None of the above

87, The area included between the parabolaz2 =4ay arfi U2 =4azis equal to

(a) +a2 13

(b) ao2 ls

. (c) rtu2 13

(d) None of the above

88. Sohan walks 18 km towards North. From tlere he walks 6 km towards South. Then he
walks 5 km towards East. How far and in which direction is he with reference to his
starting point?

(a) f3 km North-West

(b) 12 km North-West

(c) 12 km North-East

(d) 13 km North-East
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89. In a row of 21 boys, when Raj uras shifted by four places towards the right, he beearne
12th from the left end. What was his earlier position from the right end oithe row?

(a) 1lth

(b) 12th

(c) 13th

(d) 14th

90. The 8-bit 2's complement of -45 is
(a) Oo1o11o1

(b) 1101001O

(c) 1rO1OO11

(d) 10101101

91. For an array containing almost sorted data, which sorting algorithm will take the least
time?

(a) Heapsort

(b) Insertion sort

(c) Quicksort

(d) Merge sort

s2. If ,= i *, r= i * and "= i +=, then .rhe varue of,3o pnlt' - 3, @n-21! 
*"- " - 3, (3n - rI ' Lrrs, ' 

'

(a3 + bs + c3 - 3abcl is

(a) I

(b) o

(c) -1

(d) -2

93. If the two lines of regression are 3x-g-5=o and 2x-y-4=0, then x and y are
respectively

(a) 1 and -2

(b) -1 and 2

(c) 2 and -1

(d) -2 and -1
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*. If t3= t3w/{t-1,12}, theh (2u,,)2 is eqral to

(a) | l4

(b) r/2
(c) 1

(d) 2

95. When is a constructor called?

(a) Each time the constnrqtor identilier is used in program statement

(b) During the instantiation of a new object

-(c) During construction of a new class

(d) At the beginning of any program execution

96. Karnaugh map technique provides a systematic method for simpli$ing

(a) multiplexers

(b) logic gates

(u) Boolean expressions

(d) None of the above

97. t-fsage of same operation in two or more classes in different \pays is called

(a) aggregation

(b) generalization

. (c) overriding

(d) polymorphism

98: lf x = A=?2, and, xyz=256, then what is thc value of x?

(a) 12

(b) :
(c) 16

(d) 6
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99. (1/ tq18 - 1r 7 to120 = 7

(a) se 1to2o

(b) ee / to

(c) 0'e

(d) None of the above

1OO. 
' 
For a motorist, there are three ways going from city A to city C. By way of bridge, the

distance is 2O miles and toll is $ 0.75. A tunnel between the two cities is a distance of
10 miles and toll is $ 1.OO for the vehicle and driver, and $ 0'10 for each passenger.

A two-lane highway without toll goes East for 30 miles to city B and then 20 miles in a
North-West direction to city C. Which is the shortest route from A to C? t

(a) Directly on toll-free highway to city C

(b) The bridge

(c) The tunnel

(d) The bridge only if traflic is heavy on the toll-free highway

1O1. Ma:<imum data rate of a channel of 3000 Hz bandwidth and S/N ratio 30 db is

(a) 75000 bps

(b) 600O0 bps

(c) 30000 bps

(d) 3000 bps i

LO2. Given the following instance of a relation :

Which of the following functional dependencies is satisfied by the relation instance?

(a) XY -+ Z, Z -+Y

(b) YZ-+X,Y-+Z
(c) YZ -+'X, X -+ Z

{d) XZ -+Y, Y -> X

x Y z
2 8 4

2 10 6

2 t2 6

6 4 4
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1Og. The shortest distance from (6, '-4, 4l to 
.the 

line joining .12, l, 2) tind (3, -1, 4) is

(a) 1

(b) 2

("1 3

(d) 4

1O4. Consider a schema R(,4, B C D) and functional dependencies A + B and C-r D' Then

decomposition of R into &(.rq B) and 82{C D} is

(a) dependency preserving and lossless join

(b) lossless join but not dependency preserving

(c) dependency preserving bqt not lossless join

(d) not dependency preserving and not lossless join

1os. The solution of initial value proble mY" + 3Y' = l- gf , F(o) = 0 and Y'(0) = 1is given by

(b) Y =1419)(1-e-3t)+ t(-t2 +t-r l3)

. l tAl{c) Y =ft/g)(1+ e-stl+{t2 +t-1131
a

(d) 
. Y = 14 lglll-r-3t) + tl-t2 - t- 1 I 3l

1O5. The error involved in Simpson's 1/3rd rule is

h3(a) -'i= f "lXlt2'

(b) -$r,, wr

3h5 -'" '--'(c) -:::- f tu (Xl
80

1O7. Let /(x) +ax2 +bx+ci q'b, ce R and a*O. Suppose f(x)>0 for all xe R' Ift
glxl =.f(x) + f '@l +/"(x). Then

(a) glxl >0 for all x e R

(b) glxl<O for all xe R
(c) g(xl = 0 has real roots

(d) None of the above
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1O8. If a and b are positive integers and (a - bl 13.5 = 4 /7, then

(a) b<a

(b) b>a

(c) b=a

(d) b2a

1O9. There are two candles of equal lengths and of different thicknesses. The thicker one
lasts for 6 hours. The thinner one lasts 2 hours less than the thicker one. Radhesh
lights the two candles at the same time. When he went to bed, he saw the thicker one is
twice the length of the tlinner one. How long ago did Radhesh light the two candles?

(a) t hour

(b) 2 hours

(c) 3 hours

(d) 4 hours

, 11O. Perimeter of front wheel = 30 unit, back wheel =2O unit. If front wheel revolves 240:
times, how many revolutions will the back wheel take?

(a) 36O times

(b) 24O times

(c) 120 times

(d) 60 times

111. Three grpes of tea o? b and c cost Rs 95/kg, Rs l00/kg and Rs T}lkg respectively.
How many kg of each should be blendbd to produce 100 kg of mixture worth Rs 90/kg?
Given that the quan66es of b. and c are equal.

(a) 70, 15, 15

(b) 50, 25, 25

(c) 6A,20,20

(d) 40, 30, 30
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1L2. In a certain sociegr, there are two marriage groups, red and brown. No marriage is
perrnitted within a group. On marriage, males become part of their wivcs groirps;
women remain in their own group. Children belong to the same group as their parents.
Widowers and divorced males revert to the group of their birth. Marriage to more than
one person at the same time and marriage to a direct descendant are forbidden. A male
born into the brown group may have

(a) an uncle,in either group

(b) .abrowndaughter
(c) a brown son

(d) a son-in-law born into red group

113. Six swirprierg A, B, C, D, E and F compete in a race. The outcome is as follows :

(i) B does not win

(ii) Only two swimmers separate E and, D

(iii) A is behind D and E

(iv) B is ahead of E, with one swimmer intervening

How many swimmers separate A and F?

(a) I

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) 4

114. The production rules for a given context-free grarnmar are S -+ aA, A -+ bB, A -+ aB and
B-ra in
(a) Choms\r normal form

(b) Greibach normal form

(c) Simple form

(d) None of the above

115. Which of the following is the fastest IPC mechanism?

(a) Pipes

(b) FrFo

(c) Mailboxes

(d) Semaphore
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116. Maximum value of Z =3x+29
subject to -2x+ Y 3l

x32
x+y3 3

&v>o
is

(a) 8

tb) 7

(c) 8'7

(d) 6.7

11?. The circle passing through the distinct points (l t), t4 $ and {t, t} for all values of t,
passes through the point

(a) (1, 1)

(b) (-1, -1)
(c) (1, -1)

td) (-1, 1)

118.' A speaks the truth in 70 percent cases and Bin 80 percent cases. The probability that
they will contradict each other in describing a single event is

(a) 0'36

(b) 0'38

(d) o.42

119. A class having direct instances is called

(a) abstract class :

(b) concrete class

(c) metaclass

(d) subclass

l2O. To send a data packet using datagram

(a) connection will be established before data transmission

" (b) no connection is required

(c) connection is not established before data transmission

(d) None of the above

s
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